Toilet Partitions

EAD
A UNIQUE APPROACH
Founded in 1998, EAD is a family-owned and operated company. Today, the company is still inspired by the founder’s
passion, while the team’s overall expertise can respond to virtually any client need.
For three generations, all decisions and operations have been guided by the principle of offering exceptional service.
Our slogan, “A Unique Approach”, reflects this : from our versatile products to our customer service. our mission is to
provide durable and quality solutions to our clientele.
EAD products have received the approval of designer and the people who use the facilities in which EAD products are
found. This is why many renowned companies in North America choose EAD.

VERSATILITY

QUALITY

DURABILITY

SERVICE

From product
development to project
completion…

Quality products and
exceptional service…

Durable and
sustainable, EAD
seeks to minimize its
environmental footprint

Exceptional customer
service means treating
our clients as though
they are our colleagues

Be it in school, offices, shopping malls or sports centers, toilet partitions are part of the bathroom décor. EAD offers a
wide array of materials, models, textures and colors to choose from. Bathroom decor doesn’t have to be boring ; EAD
products can make it exciting !
EAD products are all about functional design. Our product range is guaranteed to have a solution for your needs. EAD
offers customizable solutions, which can be adapted to your environment and building.
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EAD
NOS PRODUITS
Solid Phenolic

Ideal solution for :
Schools

DURABILITY
DESIGN
INVESTMENT

Penitentiairies
Public buildings
Rest areas
Shopping malls
Sport complexes
Industrial buildings
Hotels, restaurants and bars

Plastic Laminate

Ideal solution for :
Office buildings

DURABILITY
DESIGN

Change rooms in retail spaces
Concert venues
Theatres and museums

INVESTMENT

Financial institutions
Hotels and restaurants

“Contour” Plastic
Laminate
DURABILITY
DESIGN

Ideal solution for :
Office buildings
Public buildings
Primary schools

INVESTMENT

Customized Solid
Phenolic
DURABILITY
DESIGN

Ideal solution for :
Schools
Public buildings
Shopping malls
Sports complexes

INVESTMENT

Hotels and restaurants
Theatres and museums
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Solid Phenolic

ROBUSTNESS YOU CAN TRUST
EAD presents BRIO, a toilet and shower partition series made from premier
materials. Solid phenolic is manufactured in a single step : the fusion of a
phenolic resin core between two decorative surfaces. The result ensures
simplified, one-step assembly. Seamless, waterproof and of incomparable
sturdiness, this types of material does not rust, does not require paint,
and is resistant to vandalism, impact and graffiti.

A LOGICAL CHOICE
EAD has found a way to create a product that is as refined as it is
durable. The BRIO series is perfect for high-traffic establishments
and is a solid investment.

TIMELESS
EAD stands by its claims by offering a 25-year warranty for
delamination, corrosion, and manufacturing defaults, and a 5-year
warranty for warping for the entire BRIO series. *

PRODUCT SPECS
Available thickness :
•
•

19 mm ( 3/4” ) panels / pilastres / doors
13 mm ( 1/2” ) panels and 19mm ( 3/4” ) panels / doors

Ultra-robust stainless steel door hardware
( Competitive warranty ) *
Continuous natual anodised aluminum wall support
Available in 5 types of elegant fixtures
Available in a wide selection of colors *
* For more information, please see eaddesign.ca
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BRIO serie,
Mounting : Ceiling-hung

Plastic Laminate

INNOVATIVE DESIGN
EAD’s SOLO series combines ingenuity and appealing design aesthetics.
The product quality is incomparable without sacrificing the overall look.
Various configurations are available. EAD’s SOLO series is innovative design
at its finest. To ensure shock-resistance and to offer customization, all border
components are sealed.

CHOOSE YOUR COLORS
The SOLO series is unique in its design. Choose from a vast selection
of complimentary colors for both partitions and borders. Choose a color
combination that will showcase your interior design !

A SIGN OF QUALITY
Not only does the SOLO series take the headache out of design
challenges, the series comes with a competitive 2-year warranty
for manufacturing defaults. *

PRODUCT SPECS
Available thickness :
•

25 mm ( 1’’ ) panels / pilastres / doors

Composition :
•
•

25 mm ( 1” )-thick high-density particleboard 25 mm ( 1” ) thick
3mm ( 1/8” )-thick PVC borders 3mm ( 1/8” ) thick

Ultra-robust stainless steel door hardware
( Competitive warranty ) *
Continuous natual anodised aluminum wall support
Available in 3 types of elegant fixtures
Available in a wide selection of colors *
* For more information, please see eaddesign.ca

SOLO serie,
Mounting : EURO
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“Contour” Plastic Laminate

A STRATEGIC CHOICE
EAD presents its affordable MEZO series. Combining high-density
particleboard and solid phenolic, the MEZO series is anything but ordinary.
With MEZO you do not have to choose between great design, sturdiness
and durability.

INNOVATIVE MATERIALS
MEZO’s particleboard core is light and affordable. Solid phenolic borders
offer increased sturdiness and durability, particularly during installation.
The hardware and fixtures are pre-set in the solid phenolic, which is denser
than the particleboard.

AFFORDABLE and DURABLE
MEZO is a logical, affordable and durable solution. EAD offers
a competitive 2-year warranty for manufacturing defects. *

PRODUCT SPECS
Available thickness :
•

19 mm ( 3/4” ) panels / pilastres / doors

Composition :
•
•

19 mm ( 3/4” )-thick high-density particleboard
63 mm ( 2 1/2” )-wide and 19 mm ( 3/4” )-thick
solid phenolic boarders

Ultra-robust stainless steel door hardware
( Competitive warranty ) *
Continuous natual anodised aluminum wall support
Available in 5 types of elegant fixtures
Available in a wide selection of colors *
* For more information, please see eaddesign.ca
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MEZO serie,
Mounting : Headrail-braced

Customized Solid Phenolic

CUSTOMIZE YOUR DESIGN
EAD’s NOVO series offers a customizable solid phenolic solution. EAD’s
unique and innovative approach allows you to be creative : the NOVO series
is synonymous with no-limits design.

TOTAL ON-DEMAND SOLUTION
The NOVO series is manufactured according to same specifications as all
solid phenolic solutions : a solid phenolic core with two decorative surfaces.
However, the NOVO series gives you the flexibility of choosing your
decorative surface.

NO-LIMITS DESIGN
Whether you would like a wood-like finish, or a reproduction of a
corporate logo or sports team, EAD will be happy to assist you in the
creation of partitions that will make your customized space truly unique.

TIMELESS
EAD stands by its claims by offering a 25-year warranty for
delamination, corrosion, and manufacturing defaults, and a
5-year warranty for warping for the entire NOVO series. *

PRODUCT SPECS
Available thickness :
•
•

19 mm ( 3/4” ) panels / pilastres / doors
13 mm ( 1/2” ) panels and 19mm ( 3/4” ) panels / doors

Ultra-robust stainless steel door hardware
( Competitive warranty ) *
Continuous natual anodised aluminum wall support
Available in 5 types of elegant fixtures
Available in a wide selection of colors *
* For more information, please see eaddesign.ca

NOVO serie,
Mounting : Headrail-braced
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COLOR CHART
Matte finishes are ideal for maintenance and resistance.
A wide selection of modern and classic colors suited
to all your design needs is available.
To consult our color chart, please visit our website :
www.eaddesign.ca

CUSTOMIZED PRODUCTS
EAD products are made of versatile and supple materials. Using the same materials as the partitions, you can
choose to create derivative products that will match your partitions. EAD has comprehensive solutions for all
your interior design needs.
Countertops

Locker room benches

Tables

Interior wall protectors

Lab counters

Office space surfaces ( desks, tables )

Shelving

Vanity surfaces

Other customized products

Window shelving

Exterior coverings

OPTIONS
Standard

Interlocking system

Doors and panels are 1460 mm
( 57 ½’’ ) in height and are installed
at 305 mm ( 12’’ ) from the floor.

This option affords more
door-level privacy.

PRIVACY PLUS

PRIVACY PROTECTOR

Doors and pilasters are 1816 mm
( 71 ½’’ ) in height. Doors and pilasters
are installed at 152 mm ( 6’’ ) from
the floor.

The polypropylene privacy protector
affords more privacy by covering any
openings on each door side.

On-demand dimensions
For on-demand dimensions and
measurements, please refer to one
our account managers.
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MOUNTING OPTIONS

Floor-mounted and headrail-braced
Floor-mounted and headrail-braced partitions are recommended for high-traffic
environments. This option provides a modern look but it still resistant and easily
adaptable for all spaces. Available for BRIO, SOLO, MEZO and NOVO series.

Floor-mounted without headrail
Floor-mounted partitions have clean lines and give the appearance of a more spacious
environment. This is an ideal option for low-ceiling spaces. Available for BRIO, MEZO and
NOVO series.

Floor-to-ceiling
Thanks to its two-point fixtures, floor-to-ceiling partitions are extremely robust and are
the ideal option for hard-working spaces. Available for BRIO, SOLO, MEZO and NOVO series.

Ceiling-hung ( Structural anchoring )
Structurally-anchored fixtures provide a contemporary and distinguished look thanks to
their clean lines. This option makes cleaning the floor a breeze. Wall-mounted sanitary
appliances are also available to facilitate cleaning even further. Available for BRIO, MEZO
and NOVO series.

Euro
The EURO concept offer unrivaled privacy. The doors and the pilasters are 1816 mm
( 71 ½’’ ) high and are installed at 102 mm ( 4’’ ) from the floor. Pilasters are fixed to a
headrail, creating a clean, minimalist look. Partitions are set on adjustable robust
stainless steel legs, which means there is no contact between the pilaster and the floor.
This is an elegant option that provides all the advantages of an anchored or suspended
option, without the disadvantages. Available for BRIO, SOLO, MEZO and NOVO series.
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HARDWARE
EAD hardware offers unrivaled design quality and elegance. EAD hardware is mostly made of extremely robust stainless
steel and includes : latches, handles, hinges, bolts, plates and hooks. All EAD hardware is designed and manufactured
according to institutional quality norms and standards without compromising on look.

CONCEALED
3 Hinges

Clothes hook

Adjustable, with automatic gravity-control
closure and emergency access.

Latch, plate and stopper
Hand-latch and plate with
neoprene stopper.

Handle for
disabled stalls
Complies with disability
and access norms.

WRAP-AROUND
Wrap-around hinges

Clothes hook

Adjustable, with automatic
gravity-controlled closure and
emergency access.

With integrated stopper

Latch, plate and stopper

Handle for
disabled stalls

Latch with handle.

Complies with disability
and access norms.
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HARDWARE

PIANO
Piano hinges

Clothes hook

Automatic gravity-controlled closure and
emergency access. No adjustments.

Latch, plate and stopper
Hand-latch and plate with
neoprene stopper.

Handle for
disabled stalls
Complies with disability
and access norms.

SUPPORT AND ASSEMBLY
Headrail
Natural anodized aluminium.
Headrail with grip-resistant edge.

Shoe
Proportional to pilasters
and made of stainless
steel. Invisible from
exterior.

Continuous wall support

Screen support

Standard. Natural anodize aluminium
Optionnel. Stainless steel

Stainless steel.
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OPTIONAL HARDWARE

Hoe-cover

EURO Leg

Made of stainless steel. Optional,
to cover pilasters extremity.

Made of stainless steel.
Adjustable leg of European style.

Piano Hinge

Euro Angle

Made of natural anodized
aluminum.

Made of natural anodized
aluminum.

EAD DESIGN’S COMPETITIVE WARRANTY
We offer highly competitive and advantageous warranties for
all of our EAD products. For more information, please visit our website :
www.eaddesign.ca

DISTRIBUTED BY :

eaddesign.ca

